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Abstract: The contrastive analysis is usually used in a foreign language acquisition research. The contrastive analysis is also used in linguistics level, for instance in morphology, syntax, and semantics. This research was conducted to provide useful information which was expected to give contribution in teaching of English especially at SMAN 1 Wundulako. The result of the research is expected to be useful to improve the teaching of English and to develop teachers’ professionalism itself. Other reason for this research is to give benefit for the next researcher. Based on the above statements, the researcher is interested in analyzing the patterns and types of Mekongga language sentences compared to English language sentences; moreover, to overcome problems which was found by the native speakers of Mekongga in studying English language. The design of study was a qualitative descriptive research. The data of Mekongga language sentences were obtained from free stories, linguistic books, informants, and from the researcher itself. The data concerning difficulties which might be faced by the native speakers of Mekongga in studying English language sentences were obtained by carrying out a translation test from Mekongga to English language. Mekongga sentences consist of two types of model, namely kernel sentences and derived or transform sentences. The result showed that the pattern of Mekongga kernel sentences is the same as the English’s; however, the patterns of Mekongga derived sentences are different from English sentences. Besides, the use of verbs, auxiliary verbs, article, determiner, noun phrase formulation, possessive pronoun formulation, the using of negative marker, and question words were also become distinctive features for both languages. Those differences become problems faced by the native speakers of Mekongga in studying English language sentences. Based on that, a teacher, particularly English language teacher in Kolaka district, need to improve his/her ability to overcome students’ difficulties in studying English, for instance by emphasizing in the presentation at difficult part of the subject matter and on the exercises which was prepared for the students.
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1. Introduction

Indonesian society in general belongs to bilingual society, they master first language (L1) regional language and second language (L2) Indonesian language. nevertheless, the mastery of both languages varies according to Indonesian society development.

Mekongga language is one of the local languages in Indonesia. It has the same status as the other local languages in Indonesia. It is one of the local languages used as a communication tool in Wundulako Sub-district Kolaka city Southeast Sulawesi Province.

English is spoken throughout the world. It is taught in all junior and senior high schools as a required subject, even in some elementary schools in Indonesia. It has a position in the educational system in Indonesia. Students from different kinds of level have to learn English because it is also one of the selection tests to enter a university. These indicate the importance of English in the educational system in Indonesia.

Teaching English as a foreign language faces some problems. One of the main problems is teaching syntax. Syntax as one of language components is also taught to support writing and speaking skill. Without having good and correct forms, it will bring a bad influence on them.

Mothertongue influences towards foreign language or on the contrary can happen in every system or language element because speaker uses system or mothertongue element in using foreign language. Language system that is used can be in the form of phonological system, morphological system,
and syntactical system.

Most of students in senior high school especially in Kolaka district are unable to formulate the English syntax correctly because of the interference of their own language, Mekongga syntax system. There are differences between the English and Mekongga syntax which make trouble to the students to make forms English syntax.

2. Basic Concept of Contrastive Analysis

Lado (1966: vii) introduces contractive analysis as the plan of the book rest on the assumption that we can predict and describe patterns that will cause difficulty in learning, and those that will not cause difficulty, by comparing systematically the language and culture to be learned with the native language and culture of the student.

Then Lado devolves that the comparison between foreign language and mothertongue is the key word that will determine easy or not that foreign language lesson. Then the elements that differ will be difficult for student. Therefore it will cover differences between foreign language and mothertongue, while person will not expect problem if there similarities between foreign language and mothertongue (Nababan and Subyakto, 1993).

Statement of Lado above, supported by Fries’s statement (in Nickel, 1971:1) as follows. "The most effective materials are those that are based upon a scientific description of the language to be learned, carefully compared with a parallel description of the native language of the learner."

Meanwhile, Prawono (1996) proposes that contrastive analysis theory assume that difficulty in learning language basically caused by the different between student's first language system with second language that is studied. Therefore, contrastive analysis attempt to contrast the second language system to find similarity and the difference. The same elements of both languages will facilitates student, while different elements will hindrance in learning.

Often a contrastive analysis of a cultural matter that repeatedly causes cross-cultural misinformation will result in intellectual understanding of what the event or matter means to the other people. Emotional effective realization of what it represents to them may be difficult or impossible to achieve and it need not be sought. Students can dislike something yet understand that the other people do not have the same meaning and feeling. We do not have to be alike to communicate with and even appreciate those who are culturally different (Lado, 1988).

Interference can be predicted or explained by comparing the two languages in question and determining how second language differs from the native language of the learner. Weinrich (1953) says that this type of studying which in modern times was preceded by the work. It is part of applied linguistics, not pure linguistics it also draws much from psychology, sociology, and so forth.

Contrastive analysis makes explicit the differences between two languages Pietro (in Croft, 1980); ideally, it should also list those items which are the same in the two languages, since facilitating positive transfer is important as counteracting negative transfer.

The foreign language teacher who knows the cause of an error is much better equipped to deal with it, both in terms of prevention and correction, than the one who does not. Unawareness of interference means not being able to know what is wrong. But through contrastive analysis the teacher can have a fairly precise idea of what is wrong; as Lado (1957) pointed out, the professionally trained teacher will notice clear, specific distortions, not just a foreign accent or a correct form.

Whitman (1970) noted that contrastive analysis involved four different procedures. The first of these are description: the linguist or language teacher, using the tool of formal grammar, explicitly describes the two languages in question. Second, a selection is made of certain form-linguistic items, rules, structure-for contrast, since it is virtually impossible to contrast every possible faced in two languages. The third procedure is the contrast itself, the mapping of one linguistic system onto the other, and a specification of the relationship of one system to the other. Finally, one formulates a prediction of error or of difficulty on the basis of the first three procedures. That production can be arrived at through the formulation of a hierarchy of difficulty or through more subjective applications of psychological and linguistic theory.

The notion of contrast is basic to contrastive analysis and to any learning. In the second language learner, awareness of contrast leads to understanding, which in turn leads to the avoidance of errors. That contrast is fundamental to learning has been stated by Carrol (in Croft, 1980), who claimed that it is psychologically established fact that the frequency with which an item is practiced precise is not so crucial as the frequency with which it is contrasted with other items with which it may be confused. Contrasts can be interlingual, intralingual, or both; making use of both seems to give the best results.

Interference can be seen as interlingual and intralingual. Interlingual interference is based on differences in categories, constructions, elements, rules, and meanings across languages. Intralingua interference usually takes the form of overgeneralizations from what is already known of the second language, overgeneralizations which are based on the second language irregularity, complexities, and asymmetry.

Interference on an interlingual basis can be preclusive interference. Preclusive interference occurs when the lack of something in the native language interferes with or precludes the learning of something in the second language. For example, the lack of articles in Chinese interferes with the learning of the system of articles in English by Chinese speakers. This is true interference, due the relationship of new learning to old knowledge is evident from the fact that speakers of French, German or Spanish have no problem with English articles. Intrusive interference refers to the situation where something in the native language intrudes or appears in the second language, for example, the use of the English Adjective + Noun word order in French as a second language. Many people consider only the intrusive type to be
interference, but it should be clear from the example given earlier and many other example are possible that preclusive interference is just as much interference as intrusive interference.

Furthermore Tarigan (1992) proposes that differences between both languages that got and produced by contrastive analysis, serve the purpose as a basic in predicts difficulties that faced by student at school, all the more in learn second language.

From the explanation above, we can conclude that the contrastive analysis activity tries to compare the student's first language patterns with second language patterns that be studied student to identify similarities and differences between both languages. Similarities between both languages will simplify student in learning the second language, while differences between both languages will complicate student in learning the second language.

3. Application of Contrastive Analysis

Contrastive analysis has considerable number of applications. Among are; Comparing and contrasting first and second language acquisition, the preparation of teaching materials, the presentation of second language materials, understanding the learner, the development of second language, and second language testing.

4. Syntax

According to Keraf (1980:153) “Syntax (greek: sun+tettein = arrange together) is part of grammar that study bases and sentence formation process in a language.” Based on limitation, knowable that sentence is a biggest unit in syntax and every language has syntax rule aloof that can not just like that applied in other language.

As the opinion proposed by Stryker (1969:21) “Syntax is the study about word combination patterns to form sentence.” Based on the opinion, perceivable that found three main aspects in syntax, that is word as smallest element in syntax, sentence as biggest element, and patterns as the sentence arrangement rule.

Ba’dulu (2005) states that syntax is the study of interrelationships of words in words groups. In other words, we can say that syntax is concerned with the structure of word groups.

Verhaar (2004) proposes, in general, the sentence structure consists of composition subject (S), Verb (V), object (O), and adverb (Adv). Syntax functions that consist of elements SVO, and Adv, be empty boxes or vacant lot doesn't have anything meaning because the vacancy. Those vacant lot will loaded by something that shaped category and has certain part. The example in sentence of Mekongga language, “inaku ari kambo ihawi”, in English can trasferred be “I came from the village yesterday”. Other parts in Mekongga language sentence can moved the place without change grammatical meaning of the sentence. For example phrase “ari kambo” moved to the front become “ari kambo inaku ihawi”. The change of position can accepted in Mekongga language. When transferred into the English the result become “came from the village I yesteday” the sentence can not accepted in English grammatical structure. Mean that although the composition of Mekongga language sentence acceptable, but in English the composition can not. so the sentence “came from the village I yesterday” be negative transfer or happen syntax tranfer that has interference.

From the limitations that are proposed by linguists, we can conclude that syntax is a part of grammar that have the character of word combination become gramatical unit that larger ones in the form of phrase, clause, and sentence. On the other hand syntax is a grammar branch that talks about sentence structures, clause, and phrase. Syntax is concerned with the way words (strictly, lexicogrammatical-words) are combined to form sentences. Syntax deals with the way words combine to form sentences.

5. Mekongga Syntax

The findings consist of the corpus data were obtained through the informant, documents, and translation result from English to Mekongga and Mekongga to English.

The discussion is organized into three parts, namely: (1) the patterns and kinds of Mekongga sentences, (2) the differences between Mekongga and English Sentences, and (3) the problems were Mekongga native speakers faced in learning English sentences.

5.1. The Patterns and Kinds of Mekongga Sentences

Based on the corpus data obtained through the informant and the students translation result, seems that the patterns and kinds of Mekongga sentences as follows:

a. Kernel sentences

The pattern of Mekongga kernel sentences can be formulated as follows: Sent → + S: N + P: V ± O: N ± Comp: Adv.

1) Iwono lako nekamedi gambara ingi (He went to theatre last night)
2) I Owi mooi oaso oto wuohu inaso ndau (Owi bought a new car last year)
3) I Trika leu kumikii museum i Jakarta (Trika visited the museum in Jakarta)
4) Ihiero megolu koa oleo Minggu (They play football every Sunday)
5) Oaso salawaiha kadadia ihawi (An accident happened yesterday)
6) Kapala kambo lako iraha amano i Eka (The village chief went to Eka’s father’s house)
7) I Mila mobasa sura kabara koa mooru-oru (Mila reads newspaper every morning)
8) Pakambo maroa morarai (The villagers cheered)

b. Question or interrogative sentences

The patterns of Mekongga question or interrogative sentences can be formulated as follows:

(1) Sent → + QM: QW ± S: N ± P: V ± O: N ± Comp: Adv,
The pattern of Mekongga compound sentences can be formulated as follows:


- **Subject**
  - S: N
- **Predicate**
- **Conjunction**
  - Conj

f. Complex sentences

The pattern of Mekongga complex sentences can be formulated as follows:


- **Subject**
  - S: N
- **Predicate**
- **Conjunction**
  - Conj
- **Relative Clause**
  - Rel Cl

1. Hula iehei okopi? (Does he like coffee?)
2. Iwono modama pera ne bank? (Does he work in bank?)
3. Iwono lako pera ne kamedi gambara iwingi? (Did he go to the theatre last night?)
4. Inae Paraside RI? (Who is the President of the Republic of Indonesia?)
5. Inae kiniimu iwingi? (Who (m) did you see last night?)
6. Mbaoko iwono pepaguru bitara Inggrisi? (Why does he study English?)
7. Ohapo inolino minggu telalo? (What did he buy last week?)
8. Nehapo pepokondauano iRika bitara Parancisi? (Where does Rika study French?)

**c. Command or imperative sentences**

The patterns of Mekongga command or imperative sentences can be formulated as follows:


- **Subject**
  - S: N
- **Predicate**
- **Conjunction**
  - Conj

1. Nggiroo odama onggo pinoko ari mohina (The work will be finished tomorrow)
2. Nggiroo lapora ano neoki panitia menggena (The report must be written by the same committee)
3. Iina arioto pinoko dungguako nggiroo kadadia (The mother has been informed about the accident)

**f. Complex sentences**

The patterns of Mekongga complex sentences can be formulated as follows:


- **Subject**
  - S: N
- **Predicate**
- **Conjunction**
  - Conj
- **Relative Clause**
  - Rel Cl

1. Iwono kono poturu ihawi sabano (He loves his mother as his mother loves him)
2. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
3. I Edi onggo meoto lako iManggasa keno laando otono wula maatu (Edi will drive a car to Makassar if he has a car next month)
4. Iwono meririkee inano hende inano meririkee iwono (He loves his mother as his mother loves him)
5. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
6. I Edi onggo meoto lako iManggasa keno laando otono wula maatu (Edi will drive a car to Makassar if he has a car next month)
7. Iwono meririkee inano hende inano meririkee iwono (He loves his mother as his mother loves him)
8. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
9. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
10. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
11. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
12. Iwono kono pendamo masikola ihawi sabano nomorunggu (He didn’t go to the class yesterday because he was sick)
they were nowhere to be seen)
8) Ana sikola mebarisi laahano bel peia, mano oaso toono tumoota hiro lako ne kamara galasilo (The pupils line up when the bell rings, and someone monitors them while they go to their classroom)

5.2. The Different between Mekongga and English Sentences

Each word or phrase in sentence has function to connect other word or phrase in the sentence. The meaning of function here is interdependence connection between elements of equipment until the equipment becomes a whole to be a structure. The function of main syntax in a language is subject, predicate, object, and complement. Although, those elements do not always go together in a sentence.

Besides kernel sentences, all base pattern constituent order of syntax function at the kinds of Mekongga sentences and English sentences are different.

The differences happened were influenced by filler of syntax function namely word classes or so-called syntax category that must fill every function. Example, in the Mekongga question sentences only use one predicate that filled by verb phrase. By contrast, in the English question sentences, found two predicates where first predicate filled by auxiliary verb and second predicate filled by verb phrase.

The other different happen in the use of verb as filler of predicate, where the verb of Mekongga does not need any changes whenever it used. But the English verbs changes into other forms depend on the subject and English tenses used.

The use of article and determiner also become the contrast of Mekongga and English; where in the Mekongga, article and determiner are much needed in English, where the use of article and determiner are much needed in English, where the use of article depends on the noun that follows and determiner is needed to refer to the definite noun.

The construction of noun phrase also become differ of both language where in Mekongga, the noun phrase is formed by the formulation: noun + adjective. Whereas in English, the noun phrase is patterned by the formulation: adjective + noun.

Construction of possessive pronoun of both languages is also different; it seems at the construction of possessive pronoun in the Mekongga sentence is arranged by placing the noun followed by its owner, while in English, the construction of possessive pronoun is arranged by placing the noun preceded by its owner.

Something else that distinguishes both languages also seems at the use of auxiliary verb. In Mekongga the auxiliary verb is not needed. For example in formulation of negative sentences only by using negative marker: laa, konolaa, kokilaa, or kono that mean not or in formulation question sentences only by using question words inae, hapo, nehapo, mbe or mbako. But in English, the use of auxiliary verb is much needed. For example in formulation of negative sentences, auxiliary verb is used before not, or in formulation of question sentences, auxiliary verb is used before the subject, and the use of auxiliary verb depends on the subject and tenses used.

In English, passive sentences can be constructed by using certain auxiliary verbs and past participle form of verbs, where the auxiliary verbs must meet the subjects and the tenses used. Unlike English, the Mekongga does not use any auxiliary verbs, because to form passive sentences, we need to add words pinoko, mboko, or du, which mean ‘di-’ in bahasa Indonesia, before the verbs.

5.3. The Problems Faced by Mekongga Native Speakers in Learning English Sentences

Based on the data analysis of translation result from Mekongga to English it shown that the different of sentence formulation, the use of verb, auxiliary verb, article, determiner, noun phrase formulation, possessive pronoun formulation, the use of negative marker, and question words are become problems faced by Mekongga native speakers in learning English sentences.

Contrastive analysis result in this research can reveal the differences between Mekongga and English. The differences found in this research can presumably be useful to the English teachers especially in Kolaka district to overcome the difficulties of the student in learning English, for example, they have to give emphasis on their teaching about the difficulties faced by the student and give more practices.

Beside that, the teacher can corrects the students’ errors in using English, for instance by correcting the sentence order that uttered by the students in answering the questions given.

The description of constituent order differentiation in the Mekongga sentence and English sentence, also useful to the teacher in orders the lesson matter as the implementation of Garis Besar Program Pengajaran (GBPP) of English subject.

6. Conclusion

Based on the research findings and discussion, the researcher puts forward the following conclusion as follows:
1. According to their formation, all of the sentence types discussed can be classified into two main groups: (1) kernel sentences and (2) derived sentences of transform; where kernel sentences have five characteristics: simple, complete, statement, active, and affirmative while derived sentences include questions or interrogative sentences, commands or imperative sentences, passive sentences, negative sentences, complex sentences, and compound sentences;
2. Constituent order differentiation of Mekongga is different from English except at kernel sentences. The other different happen in the use of verbs, auxiliary verbs, article, determiner, noun phrase formulation, possessive pronoun formulation, the use of negative marker, and question words;
3. The Problems faced by the students of Mekongga native speakers in learning English sentences are at the differentiation of sentence pattern, the use of verbs, auxiliary verbs, article, determiner, noun phrase formulation, possessive pronoun formulation, the use of negative marker, and question words.
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